Women artists celebrate a century of being able to vote

The Islip Art Museum, one of Long Island’s leading contemporary art venues, takes a literal tack with its current exhibition. “I Am at IAM,” featuring about 35 works in various media by members of the Women Sharing Art collective, honors the centennial anniversary of the 19th amendment through both personal and historical visual narratives. The artworks on display are inspired “by the sacrifices women before us endured to win the right to vote and finally proclaim ‘I AM!’ a full citizen,” curator Christine O’Malley explains.

**WHEN | WHERE** 12-4 p.m. Tuesday-Saturday, through March 28, Islip Art Museum, 50 Irish Lane, East Islip

**INFO** $5 suggested donation; 631-224-5420, islipartmuseum.org

"Make a Stand, Sit for Justice," a mosaic by Eileen Palmer, is part of the "I Am at IAM" exhibit at Islip Art Museum.